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''I promise.'' Unexpectedly Alex promised, and as he declared those words, he appeared to be serious; 

Leon and the others were shocked. 

''I see, that's good then. Just wait.'' Elseria smiled before adding.  

''In the meantime, you should talk with Sera. Take care, see you soon.'' She then cut off the 

communication but managed to read Alex's lips at the last moment. 

At the same time, when she cut off the communication, Elseria sighed and sat on the ground leaning 

against the wall; just as she was about to close her eyes, she forced them open because Freya had 

walked into the room, she was dressed in a snow dress. Still, the dress was riddled with holes and 

stained with blood; Freya's complexion was paler than usual, a trail of blood appeared at the edge of her 

lips.  

It was true that she was not severely injured, but her injuries weren't light either; sitting beside Elseria, 

Freya, who had overheard the entire conversation, asked.  

''Did you believe the boy when he made that promise?"  

Elseria didn't answer that question.  

''For an emotionless demon, you are sure considerate, hiding not to worry your disciple. How 

interesting, the past you wouldn't have done that.'' She teased.  

Freya replied. ''People change.''  

''I guess you are right.''  

Frowning Freya said.  

''Don't change the subject, please answer my previous question.''  

''Tch! You are such a pain in the ass. Smart as you are, you must have guessed already. Or even your 

brain got turned into ice?"  

Freya's lips twitched; Elseria's words implied that the rest of her body had been turned into ice. Sighing, 

she said.  

''I know that it was an empty promise; there's no way he would stay still doing knowing. The boy is the 

emotional type; he would try to save his girl.''  

''Bingo! You got the right answer, but my previous demand was a test.'' Elseria explained; Freya was 

confused.  

''A test?"  

''Yes, a test. It was to see if he were determined, knowing he would face an empire. To see if he would 

be capable of lying, not losing his determination, he passed with flying colors. It was why I rewarded 



him.'' Elseria explained, not really going into the details; however, Freya understood the rest. After all, 

Sera could be said to be her right-hand man together with the purple-haired girl.  

''Sigh! You are the reckless one.'' Freya sighed.  

''Fufufu! It will be fun to see that geezer's shocked expression upon realizing that he had messed up with 

the wrong person. After this, Alex's name will spread through the world.'' Elseria declared with her eyes 

twinkling.  

''And you will use this opportunity to rally a lot of people to our cause for the final battle?"  

Elseria didn't answer Freya's question, closing her eyes to rest. 

''Ah! How troublesome it's why I hate politics.'' Freya closed her eyes and began to rest.  

Shortly after Freya closed her eyes, Elseria opened her eyes again and secretly chuckled. Upon 

remembering the last thing, Alex mumbled; she couldn't help but smile, feeling amused.  

He had said, with this, the favor I owe you will be paid. Naturally, he was talking about his goal to rescue 

Luna from the Holy Crux empire; At the same time, it would be impossible to kill the Pope given his 

current strength; damaging the empire's reputation was not impossible once he succeeded in rescuing 

Luna.  

In the past, Alex owed a favor (A/N: Elseria accepted giving Sera to Alex on the condition that he would 

owe her a favor). Elseria had thought of using this favor to ask Alex to find a way to cure her, but things 

didn't go as planned. He was more cunning than she had thought.  

''Hehehe! The future will be interesting.'' She mumbled before closing her eyes.  

Back to Alex's mansion.  

''Why do I have the feeling that you two are up to something?" Leon questioned Alex after seeing the 

final exchange between him and Elseria.  

''Well, we are using each other.'' Alex calmly replied.  

Sera smiled upon hearing Alex's reply.  

Leon nodded before asking a question he was burning to ask a long time ago.  

''What is the deal with Leonardo?"  

It was the same question he asked Leonardo a few days prior. Alex chuckled before answering.  

''Don't worry, you will understand in the future.''  

While he did admit that there was a deal between him and Leonardo, he didn't go into details, but his 

answer was more than enough to answer their questions; they finally understood a lot of things that 

happened in the past.  

''We are all curious about your strength. You're the first among us to reach the Demi-God realm.'' Leon 

said, not more was needed to be said as Alex perfectly understood what he was implying.  



''Sure, let's go spar.'' He said with a smile.  

In a split second, Leon felt a tingling sensation on his scalp, and a chill spread directly from his head to 

toe. 

In that instant, his friend, whose eyes had been calm and gentle a moment ago, had a distinct change in 

the twinkling of an eye. 

It should be a pair of clear and gentle eyes, but at this moment, they carried a touch of incomparable 

devilishness and chill. 

Leon froze for a moment before he burst into laughter. 

''Hahaha! Sure, sure, let's go.''  

The group left for the underground training ground, to fight to their heart's content. 

The underground training room the group chose was the biggest one.  

Alex stood there on the platform with his arms behind his back.  

''Let's do this. We will fight by a group of four; I mean three against one.''  

Maria and the others were shocked; they hadn't anticipated this. From Alex's words, he was sure of his 

strength, by suggesting that he was telling them that by fighting him by a group of three, they had more 

chance of lasting longer because one by one, it would end quickly and would be too boring. 

''The first group will be composed of Leon, Kuina, and Eris,'' Alex announced the first group that would 

be fighting against him.  

The three beastmen exchanged looks before smiling; this fight would be fun. 
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The first match would be the three beastmen facing Alex, the three exchanged looks and smiled, today 

could be said to be the first time the three would be working together, in the past they have worked as a 

duo but never as a trio before nevertheless, they believed that they could pull up something amazing 

and who knows maybe with their combined might they might win. 

''Begin!" Sera was acting like a temporary referee until her turn signaled the beginning of the fight. 

Leon disappeared and reappeared before Alex and threw a punch; with his enormous physics, his punch 

cut through the air like a bullet; however, in front of such a fast punch, Alex acted extremely calm; he 

sidestepped to the side and easily dodged the punch while throwing his knee into Leon's unguarded 

stomach, Leon who was preparing a sneak attack with his other hand was forced to switch into a 

defensive posture, bringing his hands gently above Alex's knee he used the rebound to jump back, 

immediately, Eris's figure blurred and appeared and launched an attack, the timing was perfect.  

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh!  

Her rapier was thrust repeatedly; it was extremely swift and deadly, always aiming for Alex's vitals; he 

was forced to when suddenly he did something completely out of Eris's expectation, he stepped forward 



instead of retreating, making Eris momentarily pause before thrusting her rapier forward with all her 

might.  

Alex dropped his body extremely low with his head almost touching the ground; at the same time, a 

fireball launched by Kuina happened to come from his back, but because he lowered his body at the last 

moment, the fireball missed its initial target and targeted Eris, everything happened too fast.  

''Eh?"  

Boom!  

Even though she was surprised, she could have defended against this friendly fire; however, Eris couldn't 

because Alex kicked her leg and she bore the brunt of the explosion; even so, she proved that she was 

still an elite, in the last second she created a wind armor on her upper body to defend against the 

terrible heat coming from Kuina's fireball.  

Meanwhile, Alex used this opportunity to throw Eris toward Leon, coming from the right with a 

hammer.  

''What?" Leon exclaimed before quickly shifting the hammer to another hand and catching Eris's body 

flying in his direction. 

''Sorry, I made a mistake.'' Eris apologized, but Leon shook his head. 

''It's not over; prepare for the next move,'' Leon said before throwing Eris into the air. 

Alex, who was about to attack Kuina and remove her from the stage, stopped and frowned; he was sure 

that Leon throwing Eris into the sky must not be simple; there was a reason behind this action.  

Leon sighed before calling Lionheart; his bloodline boiled, and once again, the golden armor appeared 

majestically on his body; he became taller, emitting an aura of majesty befitting a powerful ruler; Alex 

admitted that the golden armor does look good on his friend.  

''So you become serious,'' Alex mumbled while looking at Leon in the golden armor. Behind him, Kuina 

summoned a fire domain.  

''Ancestral bloodline!"  

BOOM!  

A tyrannical aura burst out from Kuina's body. An illusionnary image of a giant fox appeared, however 

instead of nine tails, it had six tails. A seven tail was growing from this illusionnary fox's back; Kuina had 

also launched her trump card.  

Alex was submerged by two different auras, and yet he was calm. He looked up, and as expected, Eris 

also joined the two; wind wings appeared on her back while another tail grew out of her back; she now 

held a translucent bow.  

Saying that he was not shocked by all of this would be a lie, but Alex kept a poker face, not letting his 

inner shock reflect on his face. The others watching the match were shocked; it was their first time since 

the three were so serious, and the power the three were using now shocked them. They wondered if 



Alex would not lose at this rate, facing the full strength of three Rank 14, even though he was a Demi-

God (Rank 15), he would feel pressure, to top it, he had just stepped into the realm he couldn't be 

considered as a proper Demigod yet. 

Because of this, every one of them turned their heads in Alex's direction but were shocked to see 

perfectly calm before suddenly he released his own aura.  

Boom! Boom!  

Compared to the other three, Alex's aura was more powerful tyrannical; it made the surrounding space 

quake.  

Leon and the girls exchanged glances and secretly gulped; even with his armor on, Leon still felt a 

tingling sensation on his skin, and the hair on his back stood up on end. Demigod is not a joke, and this 

person is sure dangerous.  

Even so, they must fight even when the odds are against them. Grinning, Leon took a step forward; the 

ground under his feet cracked as he shot forward like a super rocket.  

Alex knew Leon would attack first, followed by Eris, then Kuina.  

Leon threw a punch, space broke, and the void on the other side could be vaguely seen; Alex knew that 

he must not face this punch barehanded; his physics might be enhanced, but it was nowhere near that 

of a pure-blooded Lion beastman, worse this person was wearing a Goldy armor.  

Just as Alex was about to summon Silveria, he stopped because he remembered something, his lips 

curved upward into a smile.  

He also threw a punch, Leon's eyes behind the helmet widened he wondered if his friend had lost the 

reason until he saw the black tattoo on Alex's right hand, it finally dawned on him what his friend was 

trying to do, he smiled and was eager to know the outcome of this clash.  

After all, real men talk with their fists first. The golden punch traversed through space and was about to 

collide against Alex's hand when suddenly the black chain tattoo on Alex's right hand seemed to have 

come to life and wrapped around Alex's hand like a glove before the two collided.  
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There was a silent explosion as the two punches finally clashed; on one side was a golden fist shining 

brightly like the sun, and on another side was a black fist darker than the night itself; time seemed to 

have stopped when the two clashed. 

''Protect your ears!" Artemia warned before bringing her hands to cover her ears while putting strength 

into her foot to stand firmly on the ground; the others immediately followed after her and did the same 

thing; Kuina and Eris put some distance between them and those two lunatics, everything happened in 

less than two seconds.  

Finally, there was a change on the platform. Formless energy rippled from the two fists.  

Kabooooom!  



The platform was instantly destroyed, with Alex and Leon thrown far away. Alex felt like throwing up but 

managed to force the blood back; Leon was not lucky as him; he vomited blood drenching his helmet 

red, but unexpectedly the Lionheart seemed to shine brighter upon the contact of Leon's blood, his 

injury healed quickly.  

He vanished and arrived before Alex and threw another punch; Alex hastily defended with his right hand 

still covered in black chain. 

Boom!  

This time the collision of the two fists did not result in a devastating outcome but instead, in a 

stalemate, it was exactly what Leon was aiming for, he might have discovered an unexpected ability of 

the Lionheart, but he didn't want to rely too much on it, it was his blood essence it was sucking after all 

besides he was not fighting alone, he must not forget his friends, it was exactly for them he created this 

opportunity.  

Alex could understand what Leon had in mind, and he chuckled. Eris was the first to act as he previously 

thought. She appeared behind his back and knocked an arrow; the invisible arrow sliced through the air 

like a rocket.  

Relying on his extraordinary senses and Sleipnir, Alex detected the arrow's location; still locked in a 

deadlock with Leon, Alex did something completely out of everyone's expectation. He used his left leg 

covered in green light and kicked the invisible arrow to the side.  

Boom!  

Bang! Bang! Bang!  

He fired a round of bullets at Kuina from his left hand; everything happened too fast. Leon was shocked, 

so were the two girls; Kuina hurriedly defended against the incoming bullets by creating illusionnary fox 

flame tails.  

Leon was the first one to recover; he jumped back and called out the Lionheart's sword; using this 

sword, he attacked Alex, but to his utter horror, he became slower unknowingly Alex had activated 

Hellsing, slowing down Leon's movement. At the same time, he aimed his right hand toward Eris, who 

was trying to retreat and snipe him from a safe location.  

The tip of the black chain pierced through the air like a bullet, and all the air on Eris's body rose; she 

knew she would not be able to dodge given the current situation; thankfully, there was Kuina present. 

She combined her fox flame tails into one, and using it like a whip, she caught Eris midair faster than 

Alex's black chain could arrive; at the same time, she attacked, sending a golden fireball toward Alex, 

this fireball was small, but its might could not be underestimated.  

Alex reacted; Leon was still under the Hellsing effect, the black chain switched target and got wrapped 

around the golden sword, yanking it to the side, the golden flame happened to collide against the 

golden sword was bounced back, in the girl's direction.  

''Phantom Bullet!"  

Time resumed, but Leon had no time to defend as the invisible bullet knocked him flying.  



Meanwhile, the girls were doing everything they could to defend against the incoming flame; Kuina was 

not genius like Gracier, capable of controlling almost every type of flame, normally a flame created 

herself; she should have been able to deal with it easily, but because it was a flame that came from her 

bloodline, the nine tails fox who she had no control over as she was at the moment a barely seven tail 

fox, she could only defend against it.  

With the help of Eris, she controlled her fire domain to form a flame wall made of countless tails; behind 

this flame wall was a wind wall perfectly under Eris's control. 

They thought that they would be able to easily deal with the golden flame; however, everything 

changed when Leon was sent flying; Alex looked at them with his lips curled slightly, showing a faint 

smirk. They immediately had a bad feeling.  

''This is bad, let's-"  

Kuina had not finished her words when their domain vanished to their horror.  

''This is cheating.'' The girls shouted in unison before the golden exploded near them.  

BOOM!  

The two were sent flying, knocking against the wall on their back; they rolled on the ground, unable to 

get up, they vomited a mouthful of blood before lying on the ground, they have lost.  

Alex's eyes stopped on them for a moment, and after making sure that they were not seriously injured, 

he heaved a sigh of relief, and his gaze shifted onto Leon struggling to get back on his feet; he used his 

sword to stand up. 

''Cough! Cough!" He coughed blood.  

Looking at his friend struggling, Alex's face was calm; he knew better than anybody that if he were to 

propose to stop the fight, this decision would hurt his friend's pride, he doesn't need a look of pity, but 

what Leon needed right now it was to fight to his heart's content.  

Alex waited patiently until Leon was ready again, nodding his head in his direction; he opened his 

helmet, his golden eyes shone dangerously, and he opened his mouth and roared.  

''Roarrrrr!"  

Alex's eardrums shook. He felt momentarily dizzy; using this opportunity, Leon shot toward Alex like a 

missile; he arrived before him in an instant, holding his sword with two hands. He used it like a bat.  

Swoosh! BAM!  

Unexpectedly at the last moment, a shield made of a black chain appeared and blocked Leon's sword; 

having expected this, Leon let go of his sword and switched to a hammer. His hammer was automatically 

covered in flame, and he swung it toward the black shield.  

Alex was feeling numb after defending against the first attack; he knew even he stopped Leon's 

hammer, his arm might break. Therefore he decided to attack.  

''Devour!" 



Just as Leon's flaming hammer was about to touch the chain's shield, the latter acted like a starving 

beast and greatly devoured the flame around the hammer; it even began sucking Leon's energy through 

the hammer, which greatly shocked him.  

''What the hell?"  

BANG!  

A lightning bullet penetrated Leon's stomach, his body jolted, experiencing an intense shock, foam came 

out from Leon's mouth, and he fell on the ground unconscious.  

Thud!  

The fight ended up in Alex's victory. 
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Silence permeated through the underground training room after the trio's defeat. 

''5 minutes forty-two seconds!" Alice declared; the others looked at her with an odd smile wondering 

why she did that.  

Before they could open their mouth, Alice added with her signature expressionless face.  

''I hope the last group will last longer.''  

Most of those who had not gone down to fight felt like slapping her, but in the end, they still managed 

to control themselves.  

''The next group will be Maria, Sakuya, and Artemia,'' Alex announced, and the three exchanged looks 

before heading down; they were surprised to be put into the same group. They wondered why Alex 

them together; it was because of their affinities?  

Sera, the temporary referee, nodded in acknowledgment, urging the three to get on top of the new 

platform quickly; the previous one was destroyed during the exchange between Alex and Leon, they 

switched to a new platform, it was possible to change to another after the current one got destroyed.  

Maria, Sakuya, and the third princess stood on the platform opposite Alex; nobody said anything for 

fifteen seconds before the princess opened her mouth and declared. 

''We will not go down so easily.'' The other two nodded their heads upon hearing Artemia's declaration. 

Alex chuckled in response and readied his knives.  

Fwoosh! 

Suddenly, without warning, Artemia fired a lightning bolt at Alex; the timing was perfect, it happened 

right after she said those words, nobody saw her fingers moving, even Alex, who was alert, didn't see 

anything. Fortunately, he now had a defensive gift capable of acting independently.  

The chain tattoo on his right arm wriggled and came to life; it immediately formed a small shield that 

blocked the lightning bolt.  

Artemia's face didn't even twitch. Seeing this she mumbled as though she was testing something.  



''As expected, this chain could nullify any element; normal as a conductor, you should have been 

electrocuted when the lightning bolt touched your chain, but nothing happened. I have noticed in the 

previous fight that your chain seemed to be isolated from this world; no matter what kind of attack it 

will receive, it would not be damaged nor affected. What a nice weapon; I'm curious about its real 

identity.'' Artemia's explanation made everyone's eyes get focused on the black chain around Alex's 

right wrist.  

As sentient, the tip of the black chain danced in the air as though happy to be praised; Alex and the 

others were shocked by its reaction.  

''Hahahaha! Let's continue; talking will not count as you lasting more than Leon's group.'' Alex teased. 

Leon's group burst into laughter upon hearing Alex's words; Maria glared at Kuina as she felt like she 

was taunting her to do better than her.  

Alex didn't dare to underestimate this group as they were powerful.  

''Shukuchi!"  

Sakuya mumbled and reappeared fifteen meters behind Alex with one of her hands on the hilt of her 

katana, which was lowered. Alex felt a sharp sword intent locking into him; it was so sharp that his skin 

tingled on its contact.  

He did not doubt that if he were to take one step forward, he would be attacked from all directions; 

even though he was confident in his speed, it was her territory, she was almost master on this domain, 

the master who dictated the rules, the one that makes the rules. 

Even so, Alex took that step forward; he wanted to see how fast and sharp Sakuya's sword had become; 

after all, experiencing it was better than a theory. The moment he took that step, he frowned because 

he was overwhelmed by a terrific sword intent.  

At the same time, Sakuya winked at the others to tell them to wait for two minutes; she wanted to show 

him how fast, how sharp her katana had become.  

''Su!"  

Taking a deep breath, the hand holding the sword's hilt tightened around it before she unsheathed the 

blade; no sound was emitted; it was fast, way to fast.  

Dozens of sword rays shot at Alex from all directions; he closed his eyes before opening them again; 

they shone with two distinct colors, green and blue, then he moved.  

Dang! Dang! Dang! 

Alex predicted every slash and blocked them with either his knife reaper or his right arm wrapped in the 

black chain. Sakuya's eyes narrowed, and she increased the number of her slash, forcing Alex to use one 

of the skills he had not used in a while. 

[Envisage]  



He cast the skill, and in the next second he stepped to the right, two consecutive strikes were missed 

landing on the ground, Alex accel-ed leaving a blur behind as he crossed the distance between him and 

Sakuya in an instant, he slashed with his knife, his strike was so fast that it gave the illusion that five 

different strikes were coming toward her. Sakuya snorted, and just as she was about to deal with Alex's 

strike, she froze because at that moment, she made a mistake to lock eyes with Alex. The latter 

happened to be using one of his eyes skills, the one capable of putting you under an illusion because he 

rarely used it; people had forgotten about it.  

His right eye shone, and Sakuya was immediately put into a trance-like state. Everything happened too 

fast, giving her no time to counterattack, and because the other two were following her words, they 

were late to react; by the time they noticed it was already too late, she was already under the skill's 

effect. 

Inside the illusion created by Alex, Sakuya felt a suffocating presence; Alex's knife lengthened like a 

Rambo military knife; this knife emitted the presence of a king Cobra pouncing on its prey, using this 

knife he attacked. 

There was no way Sakuya would dare receive the attack as she shifted her footsteps, wanting to dodge 

to the side. 

Unexpectedly, her vision blurred, and a tall figure had already arrived in front of her, exuding a terrifying 

might and endless killing intent! 

He had arrived almost at the same time as the knife! 

"How fast!" 

Sakuya's eyelids twitched crazily. 

Boom! 

Arriving before Sakuya, Alex released all of his strength and stomped heavily on the ground. 

Instantly, Sakuya's legs buckled, and she slowed down. 

The knife pierced through her body before she knew it; her eyes widened in horror. 
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Boom! 

Arriving before Sakuya, Alex released all of his strength and stomped heavily on the ground. 

Instantly, Sakuya's legs buckled, and she slowed down. 

The knife pierced through her body before she knew it; her eyes widened in horror. The sensation of the 

silver knife piercing through her heart was so vivid that it surpassed the scope of a mere illusion; she felt 

like slowly escaping from her body, her body began to fall toward the ground. 

Outside, Sakuya's body froze and began falling toward the ground. Finally, both Artemia and Maria 

noticed that something was not right; the two minutes asked, one minute and twenty-five seconds had 

been spent, and yet she had already lost.  



Artemia flashed next to Sakuya in an instant, her spear cut through the air at an impossible angle, 

forcing Alex to jump back; using this opportunity, Artemia caught Sakuya and retreated to Maria's side, 

the latter slapped Sakuya forcing her awake, she sweated upon learning that she had been put under an 

illusion, the three secretly vowed to be vigilant around Alex, not to stare into his eyes for fear of falling 

again under an illusion. 

Artemia glared at Alex, and lightning danced wildly around her body; she vanished; her speed rivaled 

that of Alex, she thrust her spear repeatedly toward Alex. Still, he had no trouble easily dodging them; 

the princess was frustrated; she thus increased the number of thrusts she performed, but to no avail; 

she could only sigh, she was but a bait the real attack was coming. She was just tasked to temporarily 

occupy Alex until she was ready. 

Suddenly, Alex, who was dodging Artemia's slash one by one, felt goosebumps rising all over his body as 

alarm bells rang in his heart. Without hesitation, he switched weapons, two silver guns appeared inside 

his hands, and his senses sharpened.  

''Yami major: Jigen Girl!" Sakuya's voice rang out from behind, Artemia disappeared. The world around 

Alex became monochrome before getting slashed into two, instead of one-dimensional slash like in the 

past, two-dimensional slash was released, coming from a different direction, they were swift, arriving 

before Alex in a millisecond, the black prince was forced to unleash his time ability, time and space 

element temporarily clashed together forced into a stalemate, it was exactly what Alex was aiming for 

he unleashed bullets simultaneously from the two guns, the timing was perfect, he pulled the trigger at 

the same time, the two bullets left the gun's barrel at the same time. They crashed against the two-

dimensional slashes, everything had been perfectly calculated, any missteps, and he would have been 

badly injured.  

Kiiiiiin!  

When the two bullets clashed against the two-dimensional slashes, they emitted a screeching sound 

before breaking apart, destroying each other.  

Sakuya vomited blood and staggered three steps back. 

''Ice goddess mode: Frozen Zero!"  

Boom!  

Maria activated her strongest ability, her black hair turned white, her two eyes turned white as well, she 

disappeared and reappeared before Alex and slashed downward with her crystal sword, the frost 

coming from her sword was so powerful that it froze the air, Alex blocked the blow with his right arm 

covered in black chain.  

Dang!  

Maria's lips were curled slightly, showing a faint smirk. Alex immediately had a bad feeling; he might be 

able to block her sword, the Eternal Chain might be special, capable of not being affected by any 

element, but the same thing could not be said of his body, and he had the feeling that whatever Maria 

was about to say it had something to do with that.  

''Frost: Crystalize !"  



Chi! Chi!  

Temperature plummeted to almost zero degrees, Alex's movements became sluggish even under Time 

acceleration effect, his blood pressure was lowering at an alarming degree, his lips quivering.  

Suddenly, from corner of his eyes, Alex caught sight of Artemia moving toward him; all he saw was a 

flash of lightning and the sensation of something locking him into place.  

''Nineteen Layered Lightning Chain: Sixteenth Form: Lightning Cage!"  

A golden lightning cage enveloped Alex's body. Together with Maria, the two jumped back and helped 

Sakuya get back on her feet. 

Then something astonishing happened, both Maria and Artemia extended their left hand forward, they 

entwined their fingers and let their mana out of their body and shouted.  

''Absolute Frost Spear!"  

A 1.5 meters long spear appeared in the air, in front of them; the moment this spear appeared, the 

temperature inside the underground training room plummeted, almost to the lowest degree, frost 

started gathering everywhere.  

Nobody was shocked by the fact that Artemia seemed to be able to use the Ice element as well because 

if she was not capable of doing that, she could not create that kind of technique together with Maria. 

Alex was alarmed; this ice spear was not weaker than his crimson bullet; if he were to take it head-on, 

he would lose. Besides, the moment this spear appeared, his blood pressure fell further.  

Upon hearing Sakuya's words, Alex knew he must not hesitate anymore.  

''Yami Maho: Jigen Giri!"  

Using the last bit of mana she had, Sakuya launched her ultimate skill; together with the Absolute frost 

spear, they headed in Alex's direction, still locked inside the lightning cage.  

Taking a deep breath, Alex closed his eyes and was about to say.  

''No good, quickly escape!" Leon shouted at the three girls on the platform, but it was already too late 

when the three understood what he meant.  

''Asura Form!"  

BOOM!  

Crimson light burst out from Alex's body; it was so powerful that the floor under their feet cracked, 

everyone present felt like they were in the presence of an ancient evil lord. Their surprises didn't end up 

there. The lighting cage broke easily like an egg falling onto the ground. 

''Asura's might!" 

Alex, who had now turned into a crimson-haired man, opened his mouth and roared. 

''Roarrrrrrrrrrrrr!"  



Time stopped before, the platform was destroyed , followed by their eardrums rupturing, every one of 

them suffered from the Asura's might, those far from Alex manly kneeled with bleeding ears. At the 

same time, Artemia, Maria, and Sakuya fainted on the spot; their combined attacks dissipated like a puff 

of smoke, even the door leading outside was destroyed. A small part of Asura's Might traveled outside, 

covering the whole villa; every employee inside the villa trembled; some even fainted, thankfully it 

happened only in a mansion; if not, it would have alerted the surrounding.  

Asura's Might was truly powerful. 
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 [Maria Alexia Rosares] 

Class: Ice Empress 

Age: 18 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 133 

Experience Value: 60000/400500 

MP: 5500/5500 

Magic: Ice Magic 

Attack: 1760 

Defense: 1500 

Agility: 1510 

Intelligence: 1510 

Luck: 1450 

Gift: Frozen Fairies 

BP: 0 

SP: 48 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 10 Max] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 10] [Ice Slash Level 

5] [ Glaciate Level 10 Max] [Ice Blast Level 5] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Ice Arrows Level 7] 

[Sword Art Level 5] [Thousand Ice Steps Level 5]  

Special Abilities: [Frost ???] [Ice Soul] [Ice Domain Level 5] [Absolute Zero ] [Ice Empress Mode]  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The Ice Empress] [The Queen ] [Huntress] [Slayer]  



Titles: [Otherworlder] [The Ice Empress] [The Queen ] [Huntress] [Slayer]  

••••• 

[Sera Olivia Wexon] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 23 

Female 

Race: Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 133 

Experience Value: 60000/400500 

Magic Power: 4000/4000 

Magic: Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 2030 

Defense: 2000 

Agility: 2100 

Intelligence: 1300 

Luck: 1100 

Gift: Eternal Sword 

BP: 0 

SP: 20 

Skills: [Slash Level 10] [Evasion Level 10] [Wind Steps Level 5] [Shadowless Steps Level 8] [Wind Blast 

Level 4] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Wind Arrows Level 3] [Sword Art Level 7] 

Special Abilities: [Death Hand] [Shadow World]  

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Assassin Queen] [goddess of Death] [Huntress] [Slayer]  

.... 

『[Alice White]  

Rank 13 

Level 131 

Class: Magic swordmaster 



Age: 11 

Female 

Race: ??? 

Experience Value: 200000/400000 

MP: 4200/4200 

Magic: Wind/Space/??? 

ATK: 2030 

DEF: 1500 

AGI: 1530 

INT: 1430 

LUK: 1230 

BP: 230 

SP: 30 

Gift: White Lady 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 7] [Wind Arrow Level 4] [Wind Walz Level 4] [Mana Recovery Level 6] [High 

Regeneration Level 8]  

Special abilities: [Reality Render] [Sword Severance] [????] [????] 

Titles: [Slaughter] [Copycat] [Emotionless Doll]  

..... 

[Sakuya Hishimiya] 

Class: Magic Samurai 

Age: 18 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 132 

Experience Value: 250000/400400 

Magic Power: 4000/4000 

Magic: Wind, Dark  



Attack: 2180 

Defense: 1700 

Agility: 1900 

Intelligence: 1700 

Luck: 1600 

BP: 0 

SP: 40 

Gift: Katana Kaze no Yoroichï 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 8] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 6] [Kendo Level Max] 

[Swordsmanship Level Max] [Wind Slash] [Iaido Level 8] [Wind tornado Level 5] [Gale Slash Level 8] 

[Flying Slash Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 4] [Dark Vision Level 2] 

Special Abilities: [Dimensional Slash] [Shukuchi Level 5] [Sword Intent Level 5]  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [Kendo Master] [ Yamato Nadeshiko ] [Kendo Fanatic] [S Queen] [Slayer] 

[Swordmaster] [Goblin Slayer] 

..... 

『[Gracier Alexandra Touch] 

Rank 13 [Saint] 

Level 131 

Class: Fire Empress 

Age: 16 

Female 

Race: High Half-Elf 

Experience Value: 70000/200200 

Magic Power: 4000/4000 

Magic: Fire Magic 

Attack: 1700 

Defense: 1400 

Agility: 1500 

Intelligence: 1170  

Luck: 1000 



BP: 0 

SP: 7 

Gift: Ignia's Bracelet 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Fireball Level 5] [Fire Arrows Level 5] [Meteor Level 10] [Fire 

Snake Level 5] [Flame Shield Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 5] [Chantless Magic Level 8] [Fire Lotus 

Level 10] [Archery Level Max] [Blaze Steps Level 10] [Golden Arrows Level 10]  

Special Abilities: [Dragon Eye Level 10 Max] [Flame Wings Level 3] [Dragon's Breath Level Level 5] [Lord 

of Hundred Flames] {Dark Mode (Sealed due to its instability)} 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] 

..... 

『[Eris Wolfang] 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 132 

Class: Magic Swordwoman 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Wind Wolf 

Experience Value: 90000/400300 

Magic Power: 4000/4000 

Magic: Wind 

Attack: 1600 

Defense: 1400 

Agility: 2000 

Intelligence: 1200  

Luck: 1100 

BP: 0 

SP: 20 

Gift: Wind Chaser 

Skills: [Cooking Level 8] [Wind Arrow Level 5] [Wind Bomb Level 5] [Wind Shield Level 5] [Presence 

Detection Level 7] [Chantless Magic Level 5] [Archery Level Max] [Silent Steps Level 10]  



Special Abilities: [Original wolf] [Wind Zone] [Windless]  

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of the Wind] [Two tailed Wolf] [The Diligent] [Slaughterer !] 

.... 

『[Kuina Eriel Foxia] 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 133 

Class:  

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Nine tails Fox 

Experience Value: 70000/4000500 

Magic Power: 5000/5000 

Magic: Fire Magic/Illusion 

Attack: 1800 

Defense: 1300 

Agility: 1600 

Intelligence: 1400 

Luck: 1300 

BP: 0 

SP: 20 

Gift: Heaven's Bell 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Fireball Level 10] [Fire Arrows Level 10] [Fire Snake Level 5] 

[Flame Shield Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 9] [Sunflower Steps Level 6] [Golden Fireball Level 10]  

Special Abilities: [Illusion eyes Level 10 Max] [Six tails (Seven)] [Ancestral bloodline Level 5] 

[Mirror] [Golden ????]  

Titles: [Enchantress] [Child of Fire] [Fox Empress] [Lord of Flames]. 

... 

[Leon Lionheart] 

Class: Magic Swordmaster 



Age: 19 

Male 

Race: Golden Lion 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 135 

Experience Value: 3000/400700 

MP: 4500/4500 

Magic: Lightning/Fire 

Attack: 1800 

Defense: 1700 

Agility: 1700 

Intelligence: 1400 

Luck: 1500 

Gift: The Lionheart 

BP: 100 

SP: 40 

Skills: [Close Combat Level 10] [Swordsmanship Level 7] [Lightning Art Level 6] [Flame Shield Level 5] 

[Fireball Level 4] [Lightning Descent Level 4] [Hammer Art Level 5]  

Special Abilities: [Lionheart] [Golden Armor] [Lightning Domain] [Lion's Pride] [Roar???] 

Titles: [Unique] [Born Ruler] [Slaughterer] [Slayer] [Lightning Lord] 

..... 

[Noire] 

Class: ??? 

Age: ??? 

Female 

Race: World Wolf 

Rank 14 [Saint] ???? 

Level 1???? 

Experience Value: 60000/400500 



MP: 8000/8000 

Magic: Void/Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 2000 

Defense: 2000 

Agility: 2000 

Intelligence: 1400 

Luck: 1500 

Gift: ????? 

BP: ??? 

SP: ???? 

Skills: [Void Steps] [Corrosion] 

Special Abilities: ???? 

..... 

[Lilith E. Astaroth] 

Class: Element Master 

Age: 19 ??? 

Female 

Race: Fallen Angel 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 136 

Experience Value: 60000/410000 

MP: 6000/6000 

Magic: Darkness/Lightning/Wind 

Attack: 1800 

Defense: 1500 

Agility: 1700 

Intelligence: 1600 

Luck: 1400 

Gift: Eternal Darkness 



BP:  

SP: 0 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Silent Steps Level 8] [Wind Shield Level 8] [Dark Beam Level 5] [Lightning Art 

Level 8] 

Special Abilities: [Eternal Sleep] [Fallen Angel mode] [????] 

Titles: [Reincarnator] [Huntress] [Avenger] [Demon's Goddess] [Night Queen] 

..... 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens] 

Class: Lightning Goddess 

Age: 19 ??? 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 137 

Experience Value: 60000/410100 

MP: 7000/7000 

Magic: Lightning/Ice Magic 

Attack: 1870 

Defense: 1680 

Agility: 1800 

Intelligence: 1510 

Luck: 1450 

Gift: Noble Fantasm 

BP: 0 

SP: 50 

Skills: [Ice Slash Level 4] [Ice Blast Level 8] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Ice Arrows Level 10] 

[Sword Art Level 10] [Thousand Ice Steps Level 3] [Ultimate Lightning Level 10] [Flash Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Lightning Goddess Mode] [Ice Domain Level 1] [Nineteen Layered Lightning Chain Level 

9] 

Titles: [Reincarnator] [Noble Queen] [Human's Goddess [Huntress] [Slayer]  



..... 

Chapter 727 - True Strength? 

While Alex was fighting against the second group in another location, near the dungeon that leads to 

Exodus, a young man with tattered clothes came out of the dungeon completely exhausted, his face was 

pale. This young man was none other than Leonardo, who just escaped Exodus because of his superior. 

''Shit! Why I'm this unlucky, first I became a slave and worked under that asshole Alexander with no say, 

and just as I thought I had escaped, I have encountered that lunatic, that little girl vented her 

frustrations on me. Fuck! What rotten luck. I wish I could fuck her ancestors-"  

''You wish to do that?" Incursio appeared beside Leonardo and asked with a sweet smile. 

Leonardo felt a chill at his back and had goosebumps all over his body now that Incursio fixed her gaze 

on him. 

Without hesitation, his reflexes kicked in, and both his lower limbs moved to flee before he even stood 

up completely. 

Unfortunately, his opponent was Incursio, a monster incarnate; she was unique; some say she would be 

the one to inherent Lord Thanos's place. She was too fearsome, even more, feared than the mysterious 

and the always smiling Zero. 

Relying on his instinct, Leonardo summoned a black sword to defend against Incursio's casual kick.  

Bang! 

A loud explosion rang in the air as Leonardo was swatted away by Incursio's small feet. Leonardo flipped 

in the air and nearly lost his footing when he landed. The sword in his hand was still buzzing from the 

impact, and his arm was numb!  

Before he could calm down, Incursio's voice rang next to him.  

''I asked what you meant? Do you mean you will fuck all my ancestors? If it's true, then I'm curious, not 

how you will do, but I'm curious about my ancestors as I far I remember I don't have parents, mind 

telling how you will find my ancestors in this case and fuck then?"  

Leonardo didn't respond because he knew that a talkative Incursio was a bad deal for him; the best 

thing to do was escape as far as possible; going back to the organization should have been the best 

option. Still, unfortunately only Incursio knew the way, which means he must accept suffering any type 

of torture if he wished to return. 

His eyes turned cold; he refused to let himself get dragged into something troublesome again, not after 

escaping from Alex's and the others.  

''Go fuck yourself!" 

''Huh?!''  

Incursio stopped; Leonardo thought it was because he swears at her, but her following words made his 

body turn rigid because he didn't sense any presence even with his senses fully on alert. 



''I hate when someone spies on me the most. Drop-dead you annoying fly.'' Incursio declared before 

clenching her small fist. 

Immediately, horrifying sounds followed; no calling it an explosion of flesh should be more accurate. 

Boom! Boom! Boom!  

The seven of the eight hidden grandmasters sent by the Holy Crux empire to monitor the dungeon's 

entrance a few hours ago, dying without knowing why, their bodies exploded into a gory mess. 

''Oh? One managed to escape? And where do you think you're going?" Incursio asked before she 

vanished; the next thing Leonardo heard was. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

A jarring sound of bones cracking echoed out. 

He was forced to turn towards the sound instinctively, and his expressions changed. 

A man dressed in black was lying on the ground, and what used to be his right hand had already 

disappeared, turning into meat sludge that hung off his wrist. 

His entire arm was contorted into a weird shape with his bones protruding out of his flesh as it hung 

limply. With the meat hanging on his bones, it was a terrifying sight!.  

''Die, Crux's scum !" Incursio said before raising her petite leg and stomping on the skull of the suffering 

man.  

Crack!  

The man's skull cracked like a watermelon; he died eyes full of grief; he wondered why a simple mission 

had ended up like this. He had a pregnant woman at home waiting for his arrival; their child would be 

born soon; unfortunately, he would not be present for this child. He knew that he would die one day 

doing this job but not this way. Different from his colleagues, he possessed a sharp sixth sense capable 

of alerting him in any situation, reducing the risk of unexpectedly dying, and yet this ability didn't work 

on Incursio; he died before knowing it.  

Finally, Incursio turned in Leonardo's direction. He immediately shouted, activating his strongest ability.  

''Purgatory!"  

Boom!  

His body transformed, Incursio's face remained passive as she commented.  

''Not bad, let me show you what the real purgatory looks like.'' She declared before unleashing the real 

purgatory.  

Boooooooom!  

The small mountain behind her was blown away; black mist shrouded her petite body before 

disappearing.  



Leonardo saw Incursio floating in the air; her white hair had turned black, her dress turned black with a 

skull tattoo between her eyebrows.  

Unprecedented feelings of fear arose, and Leonardo felt his scalp blistering. He had goosebumps all over 

his body. The current Incursio gave him a feeling of fear like never before; it was a kind of fear he could 

not describe, he could not put into words, and when his eyes landed on her, he unexpectedly caught a 

glimpse of her current status.  

[Incursio] 

Class: ??? 

Age: ??? 

Female 

Race: ??? 

Rank 15 

Level 147 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

MP: 15000/15000 

Magic: Time/Wind/Darkness/Lightning/??? 

ATK: 5000 

DEF: 3000 

AGI: 3000 

INT: 3000 

LUK: 2010 

BP: ??? 

SP: ??? 

Gift: ???  

''What the hell? Is this her real strength?" Leonardo questioned before jumping back, trying to escape 

because, with this kind of stats, he couldn't win no matter what he did. 

Incursio vanished and reappeared before him and extended her slender finger.  

The moment she touched Leonardo's arms, she exerted strength forward! 

Snap! 

Leonardo's arms were snapped on the spot. 



Flesh hung from his broken bones that were revealed as blood flowed everywhere in a grisly manner! 

"Ah!" 

Shrieking tragically, he almost fainted. 

Instantly, cold sweat started pouring from his forehead. 

''Let's slowly take our time, and you tell me everything that happened. I want to know more about 

Alexander..'' Incursio declared with a sweet smile; Leonardo sighed and thought he was really unlucky. 

Chapter 728 - Cardinal Prudence's Worry 

At the same time that Incursio killed the Pope men sent to monitor the dungeon leading to Exodus, one 

of the Cardinals in charge of the Shadow division opened his eyes and frowned. 

''What is the problem?" Another cardinal, a short and plump man, asked.  

The leader of the Shadow division sighed, in a heavy tone, he explained.  

''The eight men I sent to monitor the entrance of the dungeon just died now; they died simultaneously.'' 

''What?" The plump cardinal said, shocked, in Mysthia managing to step into the grandmaster could be 

said to a huge accomplishment, because they are the third strongest starting from the top, so naturally, 

upon hearing that eight Grandmasters were killed simultaneously in few minutes shocked the plump 

cardinal, he wondered what kind of individual was capable of doing something like that in few minutes. 

''Should you inform the Pope about this situation? Maybe the Eighth and his friend are back.'' the plump 

cardinal suggested; however, the leader of the shadow division shook his head. 

''No! It's not the eighth group doing. A single person has executed this massacre.''  

''What?"  

If previously he was shocked upon hearing that a group of eight Grandmasters was killed in minutes, he 

was more shocked upon hearing that it was the doing of only one person; how strong must be this 

person do in a few minutes?  

The plump cardinal felt a chill run down his back. His plump cheek giggled, creating a funny scene, but at 

the moment, none of them could be bothered by this.  

''It's true, you know that every leader in my squad has a soul crystal?" The leader of the Shadow division 

said, and the plump cardinal nodded.  

''I do.''  

Suddenly his eyes widened when a realization dawned upon him.  

''Wait, you saw the dying leader's last memory?"  

The leader of the Shadow division nodded, and the plump cardinal immediately raised a question. 

''Did you manage to see the other party's face? If you saw this person's face, then it would help us 

identify them.''  



''Unfortunately, I didn't manage to see the other party's face; it was blurry, not even the gender could 

be identified. All I know is that it was one person doing, and this person is not the Eighth or someone 

from his group. It's an unknown force.''  

''I see, it's truly unfortunate then. However, I think the right choice should be to inform the Pope; he 

must be informed. At least he will prepare some countermeasures; you know we are at a stage where 

any mishap can result in a devastating outcome, so we ought to be vigilant. You understand that, don't 

you?" 

At the plump cardinal words, the cardinal, leader of the Shadow division, sighed before nodding; the 

plump cardinal was known for being the most vigilant of the Cardinals, but his words weren't without 

basics, even so, he couldn't do himself, he needed someone; fortunately the plump cardinal whose 

name was Prudence happened to be together with him.  

''Prudence, please inform the Pope I will investigate; someone has to get the bottom of this affair. I must 

not let my men's death unpunished, I'm Saint after all, and as their leader, I must do something.''  

Prudence, the plump cardinal, nodded; although he wished to say something, he knew that it was 

unneeded because once this man takes a decision, even the Pope would find it hard to change.  

''Okay, Horace, I'll inform the Pope, but please take care when you're on a mission. We will not lose 

another cardinal.''  

Cardinal Horace nodded his head, and black mist shrouded his body, and he disappeared; it was funny 

when you think about a member of the Holy Crux empire, holy sanctuary in Mysthia using dark element; 

it could not be more fun.  

Cardinal Prudence shook his plump head and left to inform the Pope about what had happened. To tell 

the truth, he didn't want anything of what happened, they should have lived in harmony with Alexander, 

but they chose the road of confrontation by kidnapping his woman, he was sure to retaliate. While 

everyone thought that they would triumph over him, Prudence did not share the same thought, no 

matter what type of preparation was made, the eighth was a variable, and a variable would never move 

as you predicted no matter what kind of prediction calculation you made because if it did it would not 

be called a variable anyway.  

Cardinal Prudence was good at divination, but because of his cautious nature, the others never took him 

seriously; he had divined that if they kidnapped Luna, a bloodbath would soon ensue. Still, nobody 

listened to him, saying he was too cautious. It was why he invented those divinations; even the Pope, 

the supreme existence, did not take his advice seriously. 

''What a shame, I do hope I'm overthinking as everyone said if not, it will spam the end of the Holy Crux 

empire, we will fall from the rank of a superpower if my divination became a reality.'' Cardinal Prudence 

mumbled as he headed to the Pope's location. 

A broken tower, bodies littered the ground, blood drenching the alleys, a scene of total carnage. Those 

were the scenes he saw upon divining on Alex. He tried to warn the Pope, but all cardinal Prudence 

received was a smile and those following words.  

''Don't worry, everything will be fine, it's goddess will, she is omnipotent.''  



Had said the pope, eyes filled with nothing but infuation. Cardinal Prudence felt a chill down his spine; 

he almost blurted out that nobody in this life was omnipotent; if she was, she would have ended up in 

that situation and would have required human help to be saved. Unfortunately, he could not say those 

words because it would be considered blasphemy, and the sentence for blasphemy was heavy; he might 

lose his life which he held dearest. 

Cardinal Prudence stayed silent and said nothing; he was sure that if he used this chance to warn the 

Pope, he would not listen, and it was exactly what happened when he saw him and told him what 

happened; using this opportunity this opportunity he warned the Pope to be vigilant, but all he said was 

it was the goddess's wish, he didn't listen, and cardinal Prudence sighed hoping that his worries never 

come true. 

Chapter 729 - Asura's Form Vs Dragon Form 

While Incursio and the Holy Crux empire were busy taking care of their own problem, somewhere, a girl 

had just taken a bath. 

The indistinct figure slowly emerged from the steam blanketing the room. 

Luna had casually draped a nightgown over herself. Even though it wasn't transparent, it made the faint 

outlines of her curves even more enchanting. 

Her long blonde hair, slightly damp, casually flowed down her back, causing most of her nightgown to 

grow wet and stick to her body. Even from a distance away, he could make out her gorgeous curves. 

She was like a hibiscus flower blooming beside a clear spring—a natural beautiful creation. 

These words would have been perfect if she was not handcuffed. Even so, she was still beautiful, 

especially dressed in that nightgown. 

The nightgown clung to her body, exposing her delicate feet underneath. Her toes seemed cute and 

lovely, her calves were straight and fine, and her well-proportioned thighs were also vaguely visible.  

She would have looked like a prisoner if not for the handcuffs on her hands. 

Sitting down on the small bed decorating the prison's cell, she took a deep breath before changing into a 

set of the blue one-piece dress. 

''Sigh! How troublesome to think I would end up as a goddess's vessel. How grand! But I need no such 

grandeur!" Luna declared with a chuckle; she silently caressed her chest, the same area when Alex's 

Eternal Chain stuck; while she was unable to detect anything from this location, her woman's intuition 

was telling her that her man had left something there, just with this thought enough the fear she felt 

decreased by a large margin, she knew that no matter what would happen Alex would appear and save 

her, it was not a feeling but a certainty. 

''Let's wait and see.'' Luna declared before closing her eyes to rest while waiting for her man to come to 

rescue her like a knight in shining armor; what woman didn't want to experience this kind of a fairy tail 

even once? Luna was one of those women.  

Closing her eyes, he pictured her man's image; she wondered what he was doing at the moment. 



At the moment Alex was standing; still, he had used Asura's Might under Asura's Form; it was beyond 

powerful; everyone was affected except him, the castor. Every one of them suffered a variable degree of 

injury, ranging from simple bleeding to total bleeding (seven orifices). 

''What was that? What the hell was that?" Leon, who could be considered as someone rational, became 

emotional after what happened, his heart was beating crazily, he was not calm anymore, he could not 

be blamed, none of them was calm at the moment, especially not Leon, he thought he had performed 

well, but by seeing this, he understood that he didn't bring out Alex full strength, if Alex had used this 

strength when the four fought they would not last even a minute, it was not a joke but a reality. 

This revelation came as a complete shock to the golden lion beastman; he could only sigh bitterly and 

vowed to work harder next to force Alex to use his full strength.  

While there was some of them shocked by Alex's strength and his abilities, Gracier was almost shocked 

but beyond this shock was an excitation that could not be hidden; her hidden bloodline was boiling, this 

bloodline like a challenge as a dragon would always be a race that loves challenges, love thrill, they lived 

for these things.  

At the moment, she wanted only one thing, which was to fight her brother with all she got; it doesn't 

matter whether or not she won; what mattered was to satisfy this desire. Maybe satisfying this desire 

was more worth than winning or losing.  

For some unknown reason, Alex could understand his sister's feelings; therefore, he made an exception 

by announcing. 

''The next fight will be between me and my sister, Alexandra.'' Alex loved using the name he gave her 

than her original name, maybe because it was closer to his name. Either way, he declared those words, 

but nobody found anything to say about them; they understood what he had in mind because every one 

of them either saw the Gracier's dragon mode or had heard about it, and they had no claim saying it was 

the strongest mode existing beside Alex's Asura's form, so naturally, they were curious about who was 

the strongest between the two even when they already have an idea of who was the strongest, humans 

are visual creature, they would rather believe what they have seen rather than what they have heard. 

Artemia and others nodded; Gracier smiled to thank them before jumping on the half-destroyed 

platform. Looking at her brother in the eyes for a moment, she declared.  

''Big brother, please take of me.''  

''Likewise,'' Alex responded before; under everyone's astonishing eyes Alexandra activated her strongest 

ability. 

''Dragon mode !"  

BOOM!  

Gracier was transformed into her mature dragon form; the whole platform was transformed into a 

flaming zone with Gracier floating majestically above those flame-like celestial beings.  

Alex didn't hesitate before activating his Asura's Form.  

Kabooooom!  



The flames surrounding him were blown away by the pressure coming from his body. 

Boom! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!!!!! 

Both siblings moved at the same time and exchanged hundred of moves in a minute; they used only 

their physics, the air billowed, space cracked, the platform was destroyed under the impact of their 

collision. 

The others watched in awe as the two exchanged blows, again and again; they couldn't help but praise 

how strong the little girl was; it must be noted that she was weaker than Alex, her brother but could 

compete with him on physical level, it was not a joke. Just as they thought maybe the little girl had a 

jump, the situation changed abruptly, Gracier feeling pressure, opened her mouth to roar, but Alex 

crushed her roar barehanded before flashing next to him; he tapped on her forehead as he declared.  

''Asura's might!"  

Buzz!  

Alexandra's mind turned blank, and she lost control over her body before pummeling toward the 

ground; she lost just like that, the Asura's Might could be used like that, the onlookers shuddered just by 

imagining what Gracier went through, at the moment they all had the same thought, Alex was 

invincible, at least facing them. 

Chapter 730 - Four Against One 1 

Alex caught his sister before it fell on the ground; he placed her gently in one of the spectator seats.  

''Don't worry, she just lost consciousness, nothing serious, she will wake up in one hour or two,'' Alex 

reassured the others; they heaved a sigh of relief upon hearing his words. 

''The last group, please come down.''  

The four remained who had not fought him flinched at his words, none of them wanted to fight him 

after seeing how powerful he was, but they knew they could not fight; therefore, they went down. Sera 

was the first one, followed by Lilith, then Noire.  

Just as they landed, Lilith asked for a meeting, curious the three women joined, and in a small voice, 

they talked. Lilith gave them something; she was too quick, even Alex could not see what she gave them, 

but Silveria knew it because she chuckled. 

〖It is the only chance of lasting longer.〗 

'What did she give them?' Alex asked. 

〖Her angel's feather.〗Silveria responded. 

'Eh?' Alex was shocked subconsciously he looked at Lilith, to be more accurate at her back, he knew she 

was from the Fallen Angel race, it was one of the reasons that made her and opened forcedly open the 

world's door to go to the higher worlds in search of their origin, their family. Alex was curious about 

when the demon princess plucked some of her feathers, or she had a lot of them stored somewhere? If 

this was true, then he wanted a few of those feathers to make a cushion.  



Suddenly, Lilith felt a chill run down her back. She didn't know exactly why either, but all of her fine hairs 

were standing on end. She quickly got on the ring and announced. 

''Let's begin.'' 

Alex was forced to stop his ridiculous thought, which he was sure would make him receive a slap if he 

ever voiced out. He nodded and looked at the four women standing before him; none of them were 

weak; this combination was more deadly than any other group. A reincarnated goddess, a top master 

assassin, a world wolf, and an abnormality, this combination could not be more deadly.  

Lilith smiled before mumbling slowly.  

''Angel's Blessings!"  

Boom!  

Following her words, a huge aura exploded from her body, four pairs of black wings appeared behind 

her back, creating a massive gust of wind.  

Immediately the three women beside crushed the black feather that appeared in their hands, and soon 

colossal aura exploded from their bodies. Alex was shocked because every one got an increase in stats 

putting pressure on him.  

[Lilith E. Astaroth] 

Class: Element Master 

Age: 19 ??? 

Female 

Race: Fallen Angel 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 136 

Experience Value: 60000/410000 

MP: 5000/6000 

Magic: Darkness/Lightning/Wind 

Attack: 1800 ➤ 2000 

Defense: 1500 ➤ 1800 

Agility: 1700 ➤ 1900 

Intelligence: 1600 

Luck: 1400 

Gift: Eternal Darkness 



BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills:  [Sword Art Level 10] [Silent Steps Level 8] [Wind Shield Level 8] [Dark Beam Level 5] [Lightning Art 

Level 8] 

Special Abilities: [Eternal Sleep] [Fallen Angel mode] [Angel's Blessing] (Unlocked) [???] 

Titles: [Reincarnator] [Huntress] [Avenger] [Demon's Goddess] [Night Queen] 

[Noire] 

Class: ??? 

Age: ??? 

Female 

Race: World Wolf 

Rank 14 [Saint] ???? 

Level 1???? 

Experience Value: 60000/400500 

MP: 8000/8000 

Magic: Void/Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 2000 ➤ 2300 

Defense: 2000 ➤ 2300 

Agility: 2000 ➤ 2500 

Intelligence: 1400 

Luck: 1500 

Gift: ????? 

BP: ??? 

SP: ???? 

Skills: [Void Steps] [Corrosion] 

Special Abilities: [Devour] [Void Domain??] 

Titles: [Universal Beast] [Last Survivor] [Contracted pet] [Void's Beast]  

[Sera Olivia Wexon] 

Class: Assassin 



Age: 23 

Female 

Race: Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 133 

Experience Value: 60000/400500 

Magic Power: 4000/4000 ➤ 4300/4300 

Magic: Darkness/Wind  

Attack: 2030 ➤2300 

Defense: 2000 ➤ 2300 

Agility: 2100 ➤ 2400 

Intelligence: 1300 

Luck: 1100 

Gift: Eternal Sword 

BP: 0 

SP: 20 

Skills:  [Slash Level 10] [Evasion Level 10] [Wind Steps Level 5] [Shadowless Steps Level 8] [Wind Blast 

Level 4] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Wind Arrows Level 3] [Sword Art Level 7] 

Special Abilities: [Death Hand] [Shadow World]  

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Assassin Queen] [goddess of Death] [Huntress] [Slayer]  

.... 

『[Alice White]  

Rank 13 

Level 131 

Class: Magic swordmaster 

Age: 11 

Female 

Race: ??? 

Experience Value: 200000/400000 



MP: 4200/4200 ➤ 4500/4500 

Magic: Wind/Space/??? 

ATK: 2030 ➤ 2300 

DEF: 1500 ➤ 1800 

AGI: 1530 ➤ 1830 

INT: 1430 

LUK: 1230 

BP: 230 

SP: 30 

Gift: White Lady 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 7] [Wind Arrow Level 4] [Wind Walz Level 4] [Mana Recovery Level 6] [High 

Regeneration Level 8]  

Special abilities: [Reality Render] [Sword Severance] [????] [????] 

Titles: [Slaughter] [Copycat] [Emotionless Doll]  

''Nice support ability,'' Alex muttered, trying to hide the shock he felt; he thought between his friends 

and lovers, only Luna had support abilities but judging from what happened, Lilith possessed one as 

well. A unique ability capable of making her increase her ally stats to some extent.  

To some people, an increase of 200 points might be weak, but Alex knew how hard it became once you 

step into the Saint realm to increase your stats; even if it's was temporary boost that cost Lilith only 

1000 mana, it was a godly support ability, capable of changing a tide of a fight if used wisely. 

As proof, Lilith's timing could not be more perfect, using this kind of support ability right before the 

match put enormous pressure on Alex; he knew those four would not be easy to deal with. Truth be 

told, he could not say with certainty that he would win because, facing hi,m are the strongest group, a 

reincarnated goddess, an elite assassin, a divine beast, and a girl capable of copying most people's 

abilities.  If this group was not the strongest, the previous group thrashed. 

Alex's eyes narrowed dangerously as he stared at the four women before him. His lips moved; they were 

curled slightly, showing a faint smirk. 

His body blurred, and in the next moment, he had already appeared before Alice, her eyes widened in 

surprise, she didn't have the time to dodge nor block when Alex's punch landed on her stomach, 

everything happened too fast none of them expected this. 

By the time they could react, Alice had been sent flying by Alex's mighty punch.  

 


